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Defense agencies top list of
U.S. government with stolen
data on darknet, Denver
company nds
Denver’s Owl Cybersecurity finds U.S. Navy has largest
footprint on darknet

Owl Cybersecurity monitors the darknet.
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Read the OWL Cybersecurity Darknet Index: U.S. Government edition
U.S. defense agencies ranked higher than non-defense agencies for the
amount of stolen data available in the online underworld where cyber
criminals o en hawk stolen credit cards, according to a new report by
Denver’s Owl Cybersecurity.
From employee passwords to intellectual property, the amount of
compromised data surprised Owl cyber sleuths who analyze data captured
from private networks known as the darknet. Data linked to the U.S. Navy,
U.S. Army and Department of Defense had the three largest footprints on
the darknet, though they were smaller than those of some major
corporations scored in an earlier study.
“It wasn’t a surprise that it was out there. But what was surprising was the
volume of data out there. It was also surprising that defense (agencies) had
the highest amount,” said Andrew Lewman, Owl’s vice president who
previously worked as executive director the Tor Project. “They’re very good
at protecting our shores. … But they’re not so great about protecting their
credentials.”
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In many cases, defense workers reused work email addresses and
passwords across military and personal accounts, like Pinterest, he said.
The U.S. Navy has not responded to a request for comment.
Owl, which helps customers secure their systems, said that it shared the
results with the government agencies before the report became public on
Tuesday. Some agencies expressed interest in learning more, he said.
Overall, 59 U.S. government agencies had compromised data on the
darknet. By comparison, non-defense units like the Of ce of Personnel
Management ranked at number 27. The same of ce had a massive data
breach in 2015, when 21.5 million current and former federal government
workers learned that Social Security numbers, ngerprints and other
personal information were stolen.
And in an earlier Owl report of Fortune 500 companies, Amazon topped the
list with a “Darknet Index Score” of 19.16. That score tallies up total
compromised data, its frequency and a proprietary “Hackishness” rating.
Amazon also outscored the U.S. Navy, which had a score of 16.59.
To protect your own data, Lewman said sign up for credit monitoring if
your data was compromised. And don’t use the same password for
everything — use a password manager to create longer, complicated
passwords.
“The enemy only needs one way in and they’ll take whatever they can get,”
Lewman said.
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